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ABSTRACT 

 

Heart Failure is the leading cause of death in the United States. Stiffening of the 

Left Ventricle (LV) leads to Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection Fraction (HFpEF). 

This is a condition that has no current treatment available. It was hypothesized that 

increasing titin’s compliance by inhibiting RBM20 expression allows for reduced 

stiffness of the LV chamber and alleviates diastolic dysfunction in the heart. A 

MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM +/- mouse model in which inhibition of RBM20 could be regulated in 

a time and tissue specific manner was used in this current study. The animals 

underwent transverse aortic constriction surgery with deoxycorticosterone acetate 

(DOCA) pellet implantation which created cardiac pathology that mimic HFpEF 

condition in human patients. Two weeks post-surgery, all the mice developed LV 

hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction. At the end of week 4, subgroup HFpEF mince in 

which RBM20 was inhibited demonstrated recovery of diastolic function. Through titin 

gel analysis showed an expression of super compliant N2BA titin isoform in the heart of 

HFpEF mice after RBM20 inhibition. It was also confirmed through Western Blot 

analysis that only myofilament changes and not changes in CaMKIIδ, LDB3, or the Ca2+ 

handling proteins contributed to alleviating diastolic dysfunction.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Overview of the Cardiovascular System 
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 The cardiovascular system is responsible for the transportation of nutrients 

throughout the body. Blood and oxygen are dispersed to the various cells while wastes 

are circulated out for removal. The system is composed of a network of veins, arteries, 

capillaries, and the heart. The heart is the organ that initiates the pumping of blood 

throughout the body’s 60,000 

miles of vessels. It works 

involuntarily, through 

autonomic stimulation, to 

beat on average 100,000 

times a day and 40 million 

times a year (national geo). 

This complex system works 

through the strategic use of 4 

chambers: right atrium, left 

atrium, right ventricle, and left ventricle (Figure 1). The right and left sides are divided 

and differ by the type of oxygen they circulate. The right side of the heart carries 

oxygen-poor blood). It receives this blood from the body through the superior vena 

cava, which then travels to the right atrium and through the tricuspid valve to the right 

ventricle and then out the pulmonary artery. From the right side, deoxygenated blood is 

transported to the lungs to pick up oxygen. The left side of the heart carries oxygen-rich 

blood (depicted in Figure 1 in red arrows). The blood is transported from the lungs 

through the pulmonary veins and into the left atrium. From there it passes through the 

mitral valve and into to the left ventricle and finally through the aorta to circulate to the 

Figure 1: Cross-section of a heart and the transport of 
blood. 
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rest of the body1. Thus, the left ventricle is the largest chamber since it requires enough 

pumping power to propagate blood throughout the body. 

 

Heart Failure 

Heart disease is a leading cause of death in the United States for both men and 

women. Annually, about 610,000 people die of heart disease which amounts to 1 out of 

every 4 deaths2. Thus, treating heart disease, and therefore heart failure is a prevalent 

issue. Heart failure is characterized by the heart pumping blood not as effectively as it 

should be. This means that the heart is still working, but not effectively supplying the 

rest of the body with its required levels of oxygen.  

There are two types of heart failure, systolic and diastolic. Systolic failure is an 

abnormality in the systolic function of the heart which is the part of the cardiac cycle 

where the ventricles contract. It occurs as a result of the left ventricle losing its ability to 

properly contract and the heart fails to pump with sufficient force for the blood to be 

pushed into circulation. The other type of heart failure is diastolic and occurs as a result 

of abnormal diastole, which is the part of the cardiac cycle where the heart rests and 

refills with blood following contraction. When suffering from diastolic failure, also known 

as heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF), the heart is unable to fill with 

blood in between each beat (heart.org). Of the patients with heart failure, about half 

suffer from HFpEF. HFpEF is a prevalent issue associated with improper ventricular 

filling and can lead to morbidity and mortality. However, many trials involving different 

strategies to find a therapeutic have yet to be effective3. 
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Titin 

Titin is the myofilament protein that spans half the sarcomere and acts as a 

molecular spring of heart muscle 

that is responsible for passive 

tension. The N terminus of titin is 

tethered to the sarcomere’s z-disc 

while the C terminus is attached to 

the M-band (Figure 2). As the 

sarcomere stretches so does the 

protein titin which slowly develops 

with passive tension as length increases4.   

It has been found that increased titin stiffness, or elevated tension, is a 

contributor of diastolic dysfunction in HFpEF5. This titin stiffness is regulated by 

differential splicing which causes a change in the isoform expression of titin and by titin 

phosphorylation. Differential splicing of titin creates two titin isoform known as N2BA 

(~3.3-MDa in size) and N2B (~3.0-MDa in size). Of the two, N2BA is the more compliant 

isoform. The N2BA/N2B ratio determines the stiffness of LV chamber and effectiveness 

of LV filling6. 

 

Ca2+ Handling Proteins 

Aside from titin’s passive properties, diastolic function of cardiomyocyte is also 

affected by calcium (Ca2+) reuptake kinetics, which are a determinant of heart relaxation 

performance. Normal heart function is driven by the cyclic activity of calcium to and from 

Figure 2: Representation of the sarcomere, the 
contractile unit in muscle. Titin is noted. 
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the cytoplasm of cardiomyocytes. This occurs during excitation-contraction coupling 

(Figure 3). An action potential travels throughout the T-tubule and induces the 

depolarization of the myocyte 

sarcolemma which creates a 

small influx of Ca2+. With an 

increase in Ca2+ in the 

cytoplasm of the myocyte, 

there is a release of even more 

Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum (SR) through the 

ryanodine receptor (RyR) which works as a Ca2+ induced Ca2+ release channel. This 

circulating Ca2+ interacts with Troponin C (TnC) on the actin filament which allows for 

actin-myosin interaction and force production. For relaxation, Ca2+ is eliminated from the 

cytoplasm primarily by the SR Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA2a), which has a regulator known 

as phospholamban (PLB) and the sarcolemmal sodium-calcium exchanger (NCX). The 

PLB has phosphorylation sites on Serine 16 (pS16) and Threonine 17 (pThr17)7. In 

regards to diastolic dysfunction, Ca2+ overload is the cause of incomplete ventricular 

relaxation that can be induced either by elevated Ca2+ sensitivity or a slow rate of Ca2+ 

reuptake.  

  

RBM20 

RNA-Binding Motif Protein 20 (RBM20) is a splicing factor that regulates splicing 

of titin mRNA. Exons 6 and 7 of Rbm20 gene encode for the RNA Recognition Motif 

Figure 3: Ca2+ reuptake proteins in cardiac tissue. 
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(RRM)8. Mice lacking in the RBM20 RRM, demonstrate splicing deficiency of titin and 

express very large N2BA isoforms in the heart9.  

 In addition to titin, other proteins that were reported to be spliced by RBM20 are 

calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKIIδ) and LIM domain binding protein 3 

(LDB3)10. CaMKIIδ plays a critical role in excitation-contraction coupling and the 

increase in heart rate related to sympathetic activation. Through a complex system in 

which it basically increases the amount of inward flux of Ca2+ through phosphorylation 

of Ca2+ transport proteins such as PLB and RyR, it can prolong the length of the 

duration of the action potential. Thus, CaMKIIδ overexpression may cause heart failure, 

while its inhibition alleviates myocardial hypertrophy as well as heart failure11.  

Downstream targets of CaMKIIδ are cardiac myosin binding protein-C (cMyBP-

C), p53, and Threonine 17 in phospholamban (PLBThr17). The protein cMyBP-C is a 

(140-kDa) thick filament protein that interacts with myosin and titin in the crossbridge 

zone of the sarcomere. It is responsible for the regulation of contraction. However, 

phosphorylation of this protein prevents myosin and actin interaction and halts 

crossbridge cycling of the sarcomere12. In the failing heart, cMyBP-C becomes 

dephosphorylated which can cause contractile dysfunction and heart failure13. Heart 

failure is also shown to be correlated with increases p53, a transcription factor that 

induces the apoptosis of molecules and regulates the cell cycle. It has experimentally 

demonstrated to increase as cardiac hypertrophy transitions into heart failure. However, 

a lack of p53 prevents the hypertrophy from converting into heart failure14. PLB is a 

sarcoplasmic reticulum protein that can be phosphorylated at site Threonine17 

(PLBThr17) by CaMKIIδ. Phosphorylation at this site increases the sarcoplasmic 
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reticulum’s affinity for Ca2+ by dissociating PLB from SERCA, since PLB is a regulator or 

SERCA15. 

LDB3 is a Z-disk protein known to help maintain the Z-disk’s structural integrity. It 

also helps upkeep cardiac structure by interaction with other Z-disk proteins. Mutation of 

this protein has been studied to lead to heart failure. There are two LDB3 isoforms, 

short and long. The deletion of LDB3 short has no effect on cardiac function, while the 

deletion of cardiac long induces cardio myopathy16. 

 

METHODS 

 

Generation of Mouse Model  

The experiment entailed the creation of a conditional mouse model with cardiac-

specific and time specific RBM20 deletion (cRbm20ΔRRM). In the mice, exons 6 and 7 

were flanked with loxP, which denoted the target gene, and prepared them for excision. 

Then, alpha-myosin heavy chain 6 (α-MHC6) promoter induced the inhibition in only 

cardiac tissue. The mutant estrogen receptor (MER) which permits drug inducible Cre 

activity and the Cre recombinase which causes deletion worked together to create the 

MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM mouse model that exhibited a lack of exons 6 and 7 only in cardiac 

tissue and when induced by administration of the drug raloxifene, the selective estrogen 

receptor modulator.  

Specifically, a male transgenic MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM heterozygous (+/-) mouse was 

used on C57BL/6J*** background at about 8 weeks old. The mice were given a 

40/mg/km/day intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of raloxifene hydrochloride or dimethyl 
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sulfoxide (DMSO) for 8 days consecutively to induce Cre recombinase mediated 

inhibition of RBM20. 

 

TAC DOCA Surgery 

On the approximately 8 week old mice, a minimally invasive transverse aortic 

constriction (TAC) surgery was performed to induce the HFpEF condition. In this 

procedure, an incision was made in the intercostal space and suture is wrapped and 

tied around the aorta. The sham cohort underwent the same procedure, with the 

exception that the suture was not tied around the aorta. Another incision was made in 

the right flank and a deoxycorticosterone acetate (50mg/pellet, 21 day release) placebo 

pellet was implanted in the subcutaneous pocket.  

 

Experiment Protocol 

One week after surgery, the post constrictional aortic constriction was measured 

to determine the level of constriction. A week later, raloxifene or DMSO (vehicle) was 

administered. Two weeks after surgery, echocardiography was performed in order to 

determine of diastolic dysfunction was successfully induced. Mice that did not exhibit 

diastolic dysfunction post-surgery were removed from the study. One week after 

injection, the mice with inhibited RBM20 began to express compliant titin isoforms. Four 

weeks after surgery, a final echocardiography and Pressure Volume (PV) analysis was 

performed.  

MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM heterozygous (+/-) were set into 3 experimental groups. The 

first group had sham surgery and were implanted with the placebo and injected with 
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DMSO (Sham group). The second group had the TAC DOCA surgery as well as the 

DMSO injection (HFpEF+DMSO group). The final group had the TAC DOCA surgery 

performed but were injected with Raloxifene (HFpEF+RBM20 inhibition group). 

Statistical analysis were performed on the three groups (this part of this experiment was 

not mine). 

Titin isoform analysis of LV tissues was performed to determine expression of 

compliant N2BA titin. Also, Western Blots were run on all the samples, probing for 

different Ca2+ handling proteins, as well as CamKIIδ, its downstream targets, and LDB3, 

which are non-titin substrates of RBM20. In this experiment the proteins probed for were 

NCX normalized to Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) 

(NCX/GAPDH), SERCA2a/GAPDH, SERCA2a/PLB, PLBpS16/total PLB, PLBpT17/total 

PLB, CamKIIδ/GAPDH, cMyB-C, pS282, p53/β-tubulin, LDB3 (long isoform)/GAPDH, 

and LDB3 (short isoform)/GAPDH. To run the Western Blots, the solubilized mouse 

sample were run on an agarose gel and then transferred in a transfer apparatus to 

membrane paper. The membrane paper was washed to clean off any residues and then 

submerged overnight with the primary antibody, otherwise known as the Ca2+-related 

protein that was being probed for. This was then washed again to rid the membrane of 

any residues form the primary antibody and submerged in secondary antibody which 

was mouse or rabbit specific, depending on the type of primary antibody used, and 

contained a light-sensitive fluorophore. This was essential for the chemiluminescent 

Western Blot Scanner. The scans were then analyzed.  

 

RESULTS 
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We tested the hypothesis that experimentally increasing titin’s compliance 

through inhibition of the titin splicing factor RBM20 alleviates diastolic dysfunction. We 

first started by creating a mouse model in which compliant titin could be regulated in a 

time and cardiac tissue specific manner. This was the cRbm20ΔRRM mouse model. In 

order to induce diastolic dysfunction, A TAC DOCA procedure was used to create 

pressure overload with LV hypertrophy which mimics the HFpEF characteristics in 

human patients. The effects of expressing compliant titins was further investigated in 

the mice with diastolic dysfunction. We determined if upregulation of compliant titin 

isoforms allowed for less HFpEF symptoms by inhibiting RBM20. As a result of this, we 

obtained compliant titin isoform (scN2BA) expression which commenced within two 

weeks and reached maximal expression within three weeks after beginning of raloxifene 

injection. Upon expression of scN2BA titin in the HFpEF mice, we discovered a 

normalization in diastolic function. 

 

Expression of scN2BA titins in MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM (+/-) mice 

The MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM +/- mice that were injected with raloxifene were sacrificed 

at different points to determine the onset of compliant titin isoform expression. As early 

as two weeks post raloxifene injection, the mice began expressing the new compliant 

titin isoform. They exhibited trace amounts of wild-type N2BA titin isoform, N2B isoform, 

and two large isoforms of what we call super compliant N2BA (scN2BA) titins that 

exhibited molecular weights at about around 3.5 and 3.6 MDa (Figure 4). On the other 

hand, the mice injected with DMSO exhibited only wild-type N2BA and N2B titin. The 
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levels of scN2BA titins nearly saturated starting at week 3 post injection where the 

scN2BA/total titin ratio reached about 0.45 and then started to level off. There was an 

inverse relationship in the scN2BA and the N2BA and N2B titin isoforms. As scN2BA 

titins increased with time, both N2B and wild-type N2BA titin isoforms decreased. 

Through echocardiography, the post-doctoral student I collaborate with was able to 

determine that the raloxifene injected mice showed to have normal heart function. 

Therefore, raloxifene was able to inhibit RBM20 in the MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM +/- mice and 

not cause any deleterious effects to the heart.  

 

cRbm20ΔRRM mice after raloxifene injection 

Figure 4: (A) representative gel image of titin isoform expression in cRbm20ΔRRM 
mice after raloxifene injection. (B) A significant amount of scN2BA titins was 
observed as early as 2 weeks after raloxifene injection. The ratio of scN2BA/total titin 
reached ~0.45 after week 3 and then remained fairly stable. 
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Titin isoform expression in LV myocardium of non-surgical MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM +/- 
mice after raloxifene induced Cre recombinase RBM20 inhibition 

 

 

Figure 5: MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM +/- mice after raloxifene induced Cre recombinase RBM20 
inhibition. Expression of scN2BA titins increased while the expression of N2B titin and 
wild-type N2BA titin decreased with time. 

 

Studying the Ca2+ handling proteins, CaMKIIδ, and LDB3 

Diastolic dysfunction in cardiomyocytes is a result of passive properties of the 

sarcomere as well as active properties involved with Ca2+ reuptake systems. The goal 

was to determine if changes in any of the Ca2+ handling proteins aided in alleviating 

diastolic dysfunction in the HFpEF+RBM20 inhibition group. According to the Western 

blot analysis of Ca2+ reuptake proteins of NCX, PLB, and SERCA2a, no distinct 

differences between both heart failure groups, the HFpEF+DMSO and HFpEF+RBM20 

inhibition were exhibited (Figure 6). However, PLBpSer16 demonstrated 

hypophosphorylation in both HFpEF groups. Phosphorylation of PLB affects SERCA’s 

affinity for Ca2+17. This hypophosphorylation in both HFpEF groups suggests it is 

induced by the HFpEF condition such as the TAC DOCA surgery rather than the 
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RBM20 inhibition. The 

combined results explain that 

the improvement of diastolic 

dysfunction in the 

HFpEF+RBM20 inhibition is 

not attributed to the Ca2+ 

reuptake proteins.  

In the CaMKIIδ, 

results showed an increase 

of expression in HFpEF mice 

with RBM20 inhibition (Figure 

7). However, between the 

two HFpEF groups, the 

change is not significant. The 

downstream targets of 

CaMKIIδ phosphorylation, cMyBPCpSer282 and PLBThr17 showed no significant 

differences. Expression of p53 decreased in both HFpEF groups suggesting that the 

change is due to the HFpEF induced condition rather than the RBM20 inhibition. In 

LDB3, a trend towards reduction of expression was noted in both short and long 

isoforms, however these changes are not statistically significant. Overall, the results 

demonstrate that the improvement of diastolic dysfunction in the HFpEF+RBM20 

inhibition is not attributed to the CaMKIIδ pathway and LDB3.  

Western Blot Analysis for Ca2+ Handling Proteins 
 

Figure 6: (A,D) Results  showed no changes in 
SERCA2a/PLB expression and phosphorylation of 
phospholamban (PLB) at Thr17. (B) 
Na+/Ca2+exchanger (NCX) and phosphorylation of PLB 
at Ser16 (C) were reduced in both HFpEF-like groups, 
suggesting a consequence of HFpEF-like condition. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

We experimented on the effect of experimentally increasing the compliance of 

titin in a mouse model of MCM;cRbm20ΔRRM with induced HFpEF condition. The RBM20 

gene which regulates titin isoform expression was regulated in a time and tissue specific 

manner. The mice that underwent the TAC DOCA procedure developed LV chamber 

Figure 7: (A) Results showed an increased expression of CaMKIIδ in HFpEF-like+RBM20 
inhibition. However, phosphorylation of cMyBPCpSer282 (B) and PLBThr17 (C) were normal. 
(D) Expression level of p53 was similarly decreased in both HFpEF-like groups, suggesting a 
consequence of HFpEF-like condition rather than RBM20 inhibition. (E) A reduction of 
LDB3/Cypher short isoforms was observed in HFpEF-like+RBM20 inhibition group while 
LDB3/Cypher long isoforms (F) appeared normal. 

Western Blot of non-titin substrates of RBM20 
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stiffness diastolic dysfunction. The recovery of diastolic function after RBM20 inhibition 

does not result from changes in Ca2+ handling proteins or changes in non-titin substrate 

genes of RBM20, but is a result of increased titin compliance and therefore LV chamber 

compliance. Our experiment suggests that slight manipulation of RBM20 and precise 

drug dosing is a potential therapeutic for HFpEF. 
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